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The stelae fields of Axum are a remarkable sight.

The stelae were probably carved and erected during the 4th century CE by subjects of the 
Kingdom of Aksum, an ancient Ethiopian civilization. Erection of stelae in Axum was a very
old practice, probably borrowed from the Kushitic kingdom of Meroe. Their function is 
supposed to be as "markers" for underground burial chambers. The largest of the grave 
markers were for royal burial chambers and were decorated with multi-story false windows 
and false doors, while lesser nobility would have smaller, less decorated ones. … The last 
stele erected in Axum was probably the so-called King Ezana's Stele, in the 4th century CE.
…
While there are only a few large ones standing, there are hundreds of smaller ones in 
various "stelae fields".

Wikipedia - Obelisk of Axum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Axum

It's said the semi-circular tops of the phonolite stelae used to be enclosed by metal frames.

The Obelisk of Axum is a 4th-century CE, 24-metre (79 ft) tall phonolite stele, weighing 
160 tonnes (160 long tons; 180 short tons), in the city of Axum in Ethiopia. It is ornamented 
with two false doors at the base and features decorations resembling windows on all sides. 
The obelisk ends in a semi-circular top, which used to be enclosed by metal frames.

Wikipedia - Obelisk of Axum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Axum

The phonolite or clinkstone of northern Ethiopia is a shallow-seated igneous rock …
The formation occurs as plugs that have punctured the Tertiary flood basalts of the 
Ethiopian plateau, and form the highest peaks in their surrounding.

The phonolites are among the best exploited rocks of northern Ethiopia. 
Notably, they were used to carve the monolithic obelisks and other monumental stones 
during the Aksumite kingdom. In Tembien they are used as church bells (in line with the 
name clinkstone) and dimension stones.

Wikipedia - Phonolite Series in North Ethiopia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phonolite_series_in_North_Ethiopia

The quaint used to be phrasing is a euphemism for desecrated artefacts

and desecrated artefacts are a common sight in Axum.

The damage and defacement follows a well established pattern.

But perhaps the most significant feature of these sculptures is the profusion of snake 
ornamentation, pointing to a time when that form of Sabaism known as “serpent-
worship” was in the ascendant.

The frequency of this emblemism was so obnoxious to the early Christian missionaries, 
on account of the evident reverence with which it was regarded by the Irish, that St. Patrick 
thought it advisable to efface it when practicable ; and in this sense he may be entitled to 
the credit of having banished snakes from Ireland.

The Round Towers of Ireland - Henry O'Brien - 1898 
https://archive.org/details/roundtowersirel00obrgoog/page/n65/mode/1up

Malaga Bay - Henry O’Brien and The Round Towers
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2016/03/04/henry-obrien-and-the-round-towers/

Malaga Bay - Ravenna Roots
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/06/21/ravenna-roots/

That well established pattern arrived in 1541 with the Portuguese Crusade in Ethiopia.

Cristóvão da Gama (c. 1516-1542), anglicised as Christopher da Gama, was a Portuguese 
military commander who led a Portuguese army of 400 musketeers on a crusade in 
Ethiopia (1541–1543) against the Adal Muslim army of Imam Ahmad ibn Ibrahim al-
Ghazi (also known as Ahmad Gurey) aided by the Ottoman Empire.

He, along with the allied Ethiopian army, was victorious against larger forces in four battles, 
but was seriously wounded in his last battle and was captured, tortured, and executed. …
Cristóvão da Gama was the son of navigator Vasco da Gama … 

Wikipedia - Cristóvão da Gama
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crist%C3%B3v%C3%A3o_da_Gama

Aethiopia was saved by four hundred and fifty Portuguese, who displayed in the field the 
native valor of Europeans, and the artificial power of the musket and cannon.

History of The Decline and Fall of The Roman Empire - Volume 4 - Edward Gibbon - 1782
With notes by the Reverend H H Milman - 1845

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/734/734-h/734-h.htm#linknoteref-47.157

Applying the Early Roman Rulers adjustment to the Crusade in Ethiopia suggests the official 
narrative for the arrival of Christianity in Axum begins around [1541 CE - 1180 =] 361 AD.

King Ezana (c. 321 – c. 360), influenced by his childhood tutor Frumentius, introduced 
Christianity to Axum, precluding the pagan practice of erecting burial stelae (it seems 
that at the feet of each obelisk, together with the grave, there was also a sacrificial altar 
[citation needed]).

Wikipedia - Obelisk of Axum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Axum

Early Roman Rulers [ending      with Gordian III]       are incremented by 1,180 years.
Late   Roman Rulers [beginning with Philip the Arab] are incremented by    394 years.

Malaga Bay - Sardis 12: Roman Reversal
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/10/25/sardis-12-roman-reversal/

It's likely the offending religious iconography in Axum was the Disk and Crescent motif.

Axum - Yuri M Kobishchanov - 1979
Editor: Joseph W Michels - Translator: Lorraine T Kapitanoff
https://archive.org/details/axum0000kobi/page/37/mode/1up

Over the course of time, many of these stelae fell over due to several reasons: structural 
collapse (as, probably, in the case of the Great Stele, measuring 33 m), possibly 
immediately after their erection; earthquakes (Axum is in a seismic zone); or the military 
incursions of the Imam Ahmad Gragn during the Ethiopian-Adal War from 1529 to 1543.

Wikipedia - Obelisk of Axum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obelisk_of_Axum

At first glance:

The mainstream interpretation of the Sun Disc and Moon Crescent appears reasonable.

Aphilas bisi Dimele (early 4th century) was a Negus of the Kingdom of Aksum … is known
only from the coins he minted … All coins feature the disc and crescent symbol … 

All coins are inscribed in Ancient Greek. … The gold coins were weighted to the standard of
the Roman aureus … While high purity, this was lower than Roman coins. The larger gold 
coins of Aphilas are earliest known Aksumite coins to have reached India.

Wikipedia - Aphilas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aphilas

Two stelae, respectively at 'Anza and Matarà, are decorated with the sun disc and moon 
crescent on the top and bear palaeo-Ethiopian inscriptions on the frontal side ...

Some Remarks on The Origins of The Aksumite Stelae - Rodolfo Fattovich
Annales d'Éthiopie - 14 (14): 43–69

https://web.archive.org/web/20150924153046/http://www.persee.fr/articleAsPDF/ethio_006
6-2127_1987_num_14_1_931/article_ethio_0066-2127_1987_num_14_1_931.pdf

But upon closer inspection:

The Sun Disc and Moon Crescent interpretation is a mainstream masterpiece of misinformation.

Hawulti is a pre-Aksumite obelisk … 5.5 metres (18 ft) high, with a disk and crescent at 
the top … probably of Šams, the Sun goddess, and of Sin, the Moon god ... 

Wikipedia - Hawulti (monument)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hawulti_(monument)

The star and crescent is an iconographic symbol used in various historical contexts, 
including as a prominent symbol of the Ottoman Empire, with numerous modern countries 
still using it as a national symbol. … The conquering Muslim rulers kept the symbol in their 
coinage during the early years of the caliphate, as the coins were exact replicas of the 
Sassanian coins. The symbol is the conjoined representation of a crescent and a star. 

Wikipedia - Star and Crescent
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crescent_and_star

Firstly:

The Axum Disc and Crescent can't represent the Sun and Moon [as they are currently configured] 
because the width of the Axum Crescent is far larger than the Axum Disc.

A solar eclipse occurs when the Moon passes between Earth and the Sun, thereby 
obscuring Earth's view of the Sun, totally or partially … the Moon's apparent size in the 
sky is sometimes too small to fully cover the Sun. Total solar eclipses occur rarely at a 
given place on Earth, on average about every 360 to 410 years. 

Wikipedia - Solar Eclipse
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse

Secondly:

• The horns  of a Crescent Moon aren't horizontally aligned.

• The curves of a Crescent Moon visually represent different diameter circles.

The lunar phases gradually change over a synodic month (about 29.53 days) as the Moon's 
orbital positions around Earth and Earth around the Sun shift. 

Wikipedia - Lunar Phase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_phase

Whereas:

• The horns  of the Axum Crescent are horizontally aligned.

• The curves of the Axum Crescent visually represent equal diameter ellipses.

Furthermore:

An explanation for the widespread desecration of the Axum Disc and Crescent iconography can be 
found in the association of the Axum Crescent with the Goddess Astarte.

Astarte is the Hellenized form of the Ancient Near Eastern goddess Ashtart or Athtart 
(Northwest Semitic), a deity closely related to Ishtar (East Semitic), who was worshipped 
from the Bronze Age through classical antiquity.

The name is particularly associated with her worship in the ancient Levant among the 
Canaanites and Phoenicians, though she was originally associated with Amorite cities like 
Ugarit and Emar, as well as Mari and Ebla. She was also celebrated in Egypt, especially 
during the reign of the Ramessides, following the importation of foreign cults there.
Phoenicians introduced her cult in their colonies on the Iberian Peninsula.
…
Other significant locations where she was introduced by Phoenician sailors and colonists 
were Cythera, Malta, and Eryx in Sicily from which she became known to the Romans as 
Venus Erycina.
…
At Carthage Astarte was worshipped alongside the goddess Tanit, and frequently 
appeared as a theophoric element in personal names.
…
Research of ancient Levantine and Syrian religion are far from certain if Astarte ever had an
astral character herself, and her proposed astral symbol is Venus, not the lunar crescent. 

Wikipedia - Astarte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astarte
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Associating Astarte with the Axum iconography indicates the Axum Crescent represents Venus.    

Inanna is an ancient Mesopotamian goddess of love, war, and fertility.
She is also associated with beauty, sex, divine justice, and political power.
She was originally worshiped in Sumer under the name "Inanna", and later by the 
Akkadians, Babylonians, and Assyrians under the name "Ishtar". …
She was associated with the planet Venus …

Wikipedia - Inanna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ishtar

Research of ancient Levantine and Syrian religion are far from certain if Astarte ever had an
astral character herself, and her proposed astral symbol is Venus, not the lunar crescent. 

Wikipedia - Astarte
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Astarte

Overall, the evidence suggests the Axum Disc and Crescent represent the Moon and Venus.

Equatorial radius km Equatorial radius relative to Earth Inclination degrees

Venus 6,052 0.9488 3.39º

Earth 6,378 1.0000 0.00º

Mars 3,396 0.5325 1.85º

Wikipedia - List of Gravitationally Rounded Objects of the Solar System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_gravitationally_rounded_objects_of_the_Solar_System

The worship in Ethiopia of South Arabian gods (Ryckmans 1951: 19ff) like Astar (Venus),
Ilmuqah (Sin, the moon, chief god and protector of the Sabaeans) … is indicated by 
inscriptions on incense-altars and the like, and also by a number of rock inscriptions …

Aksum : An African Civilisation of Late Antiquity -  Stuart C Munro-Hay - 1991 
https://archive.org/details/aksumafricancivi0000munr/page/196/mode/1up

Almaqah or Almuqh was the Moon God of the ancient Yemeni kingdom of Saba'. He was 
also worshipped in the kingdom of D mt, which later became theʿ  kingdom of Aksum …

Wikipedia - Almaqah
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ilmuqah

The Axum Disc and Crescent describes an Old World where:

• The orbital radius of the Earth was less than the orbital radius of Venus.
• The shadow of the Earth extended to Venus.

Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Sol Invictus Orbit
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/14/ptolemys-paradigm-sol-invictus-orbit/

• The shape of the Earth was more ovoid than today.
• The shape of the Venus was more ovoid than today.

Malaga Bay - The 3×2 World of Matteo Ricci
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/02/14/the-3x2-world-of-matteo-ricci/

https://malagabay.files.wordpress.com/2021/03/eratosthenes-animation_v5.gif
Malaga Bay - Ptolemy’s Paradigm: Sol Invictus Orbit

https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/03/14/ptolemys-paradigm-sol-invictus-orbit/

The slowly inflating Old World with it's decreasing density and increasing orbit experienced a series
of disastrous close encounters [of the repulsive kind] with Venus between 900 and 1400 CE.

Malaga Bay - Halfway Horizon
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2021/06/14/halfway-horizon/

Malaga Bay - Alaskan Muck: Layer Cake
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2019/07/22/alaskan-muck-layer-cake/

The total of these evidences indicates the alternate and intermittent periods of violent 
erosion such as would dismember animal remains and splinter trees, interspersed with other 
periods of comparative quiescence so as to allow the growth of "forests" and peat bogs 
in the same area.

Archaeological Aspects of the Alaska Muck Deposits - Frank C Hibben - 1941
New Mexico Anthropologist, Volume 5, Number 4

https://digitalrepository.unm.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1189&context=nm_anthropologist

The Inflating Earth completed it's traverse of the orbital space of Venus around 1400 CE.

Malaga Bay - Yi Tae-jin Treasure
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2019/02/10/yi-tae-jin-treasure/

It was impossible to observe Transits of Venus [across the face of the Sun] until Venus 
moved to it’s inside track orbit at the Hecker Horizon i.e. 1639 – 243 = 1396.

Malaga Bay - Comet Venus: The Shrinking Violet
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2020/07/14/comet-venus-the-shrinking-violet/

As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.

Footnote #1

The mainstream masterpiece of misinformation [associating the Axum Crescent with the Moon] 
has helped sanitise the Sabaean iconography so it can be innocently recycled in the modern era.

A pussyhat … created in large numbers … by women involved with … Women's March.

Wikipedia - Pussyhat
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pussyhat

The Women's March was a worldwide protest on January 21, 2017, the day after the 
inauguration of Donald Trump as US president.

Wikipedia - 2017 Women's March
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2017_Women's_March

Footnote #2

Either the Ezana Stone documents King Ezana's conversion to Christianity [in three languages]

The Ezana Stone is an ancient stele still standing in modern day Axum, the centre of the 
ancient Kingdom of Aksum. This stone monument, that probably dates from the 4th 
century of the Christian era, documents the conversion of King Ezana to Christianity and
his conquest of various neighbouring areas, including Meroë. … These liturgical epigraphs 
were written in various ancient languages, including the Ethiopian Semitic Ge'ez, the South
Arabian Sabaean, and Greek.

Wikipedia - Ezana Stone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ezana_Stone

This tablet, situated in a field and well below today's ground surface …

Flickr - A Davey - The Ezana Stone - Detail
https://www.flickr.com/photos/adavey/2839378041/

Or the Ezana Stone commemorates King Ezana's campaign against the Beja [in three languages].

298 This monumental inscription was carved on one side of a large stela discovered at the 
site called Geza Agumai north of the ancient town of Aksum … 

Greek text … first published by E. Bernand (1982, with photo) … is written on one side of
a monolithic granite stela measuring 268 x 92.5 cm; the inscription field measures 139 cm in
height. The opposite side bears two further inscriptions, one in Ge'ez written in South 
Arabian script and one in non-vocalized Ethiopic. 

The three inscriptions represent three renderings of the text inscribed on the famous  
Stela of Ezana known since the early 19th century (for literature see E Bernand et al. 
1991, 363f.) commemorating his campaign against the Beja; this latter stela also presents 
the narrative of the campaign in three languages, viz., in Greek (E. Bernand et al. 1991, 363 
ff. no. 270), in Sabaean and in Ge'ez (Littmann 1913, nos 6 and 7; Littmann 1950, 97 ff.).
…
Translation
Aeizanas, King of Aksumites and Himyarites and of Raeidan and Aithiopians and Sabaites 
and of Silee and of Tiamo and Bougaites and of Kasu, King of Kings,
son of the invincible god Ares [Greek god of war] …

Fontes Historiae Nubiorum III - 1998
Editors: Tormod Eide, Tomas Hagg, Richard Holton Pierce, and Laszlo Torok

https://archive.org/details/fonteshistoriaen0003unse/page/1094/mode/1up

 Voyages in Abyssinia Atlas - Henry Salt - 1816
https://archive.org/details/VoyageenAbyssint3atSalt/page/XXVII/mode/1up 

Apparently, only the Sabaean scribe [or translator] got to read the Christian Conversion memo.

Greek text translated into English            [252 words]
Ezana, son of Ella Amida, king of the Aksumites, the Himyarites, Raeidan, the Ethiopians, 
the Sabaeans, Silei (Salhen), Tiyamo, the Beja and Kasou, king of kings,
son of the unconquered god Ares. …

Ge'ez text translated into English            [828 words]
By the might of the Lord of Heaven who in the sky and on earth holds power over all beings,
Ezana, son of Ella Amida, Bisi Halen, king of Aksum, Himyar, Raydan, Saba, Salhin, 
Tsiyamo, Beja and of Kasu, king of kings, 
son of Ella Amida, never defeated by the enemy. …

Sabaean text translated into English            [392 words]
The Lord strong and brave, the Lord mighty in battle. By the power of the Lord and by the 
grace of Jesus Christ, the son of the Lord, the victorious, …

Wikipedia - Ezana Stone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ezana_Stone

This seems kinda weird until it's realised the Ezana Stone narrative is par for the course in Axum.

… the pseudo-trilingual (actually a Greek-Ge'ez bilingual) Ezana Stone …

The Oxford Handbook of The Septuagint - 2021
Editors: Alison G Salvesen and Timothy Michael Law

https://archive.org/details/edward-foord-the-byzantine-empire/The%20Oxford
%20Handbook%20of%20the%20Septuagint%20by%20Alison%20G.%20Salvesen%20and

%20Timothy%20Michael%20Law_compressed/page/681/mode/1up

After the decline of the Aksumites … 14th century … "Golden Age" of Ge ez literature ʽ - 
although by this time Ge ez was no longer a living languageʽ ; …

Wikipedia - Ge ezʽ
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ge%27ez

Footnote #3

According to Edward Gibbon the Axumites were Arabs with olive complexions.

Wikipedia - Ousas                          https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ousas                        
Wikipedia - Haplogroup J-M267   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haplogroup_J-M267

But the friends of the Roman empire, the Axumites, or Abyssinians, may be always 
distinguished from the original natives of Africa. … But the olive complexion of the 
Abyssinians, their hair, shape, and features, distinctly mark them as a colony of Arabs; and 
this descent is confirmed by the resemblance of language and manners the report of an 
ancient emigration, and the narrow interval between the shores of the Red Sea.

History of The Decline and Fall of The Roman Empire - Volume 4 - Edward Gibbon - 1782
With notes by the Reverend H H Milman - 1845

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/734/734-h/734-h.htm#linknoteref-42.91

The worship in Ethiopia of South Arabian gods … like Astar (Venus), Ilmuqah …

Aksum : An African Civilisation of Late Antiquity -  Stuart C Munro-Hay - 1991 
https://archive.org/details/aksumafricancivi0000munr/page/196/mode/1up

Footnote #4

According to James Fergusson the obelisks of Axum are a curious mix of Indian and Egyptian art.

Although widely differing in date from the monument just described — except the last — 
this may be the place to mention a group of the most exceptional monuments of the world —
the obelisks of Axum. It is said they were originally 55 in number, four of them equal to 
that shown in the annexed woodcut, which represents the only one now standing ; but there 
are fragments of several of these lying about, and some of the smaller ones still standing, all 
of the same class and very similar in design to the large one. Its height according to Lord 
Valentin, is 60 ft., its width at base nearly 10, and it is off one stone.

The idea is evidently Egyptian, but the details are Indian. It is in fact an Indian nine-
storied pagoda, translated in Egyptian in the first century of the Christian era! 

The temple most like it in India is probably that at Budh Gya. That, in its present form, 
is undoubtedly more modern, but probably retains many of its original features. It also 
resembles the tower at Chittore, but towers are from their form such frail structures, that 
certainly nine-tenths of those that once existed have perished ; and it is only because they are
so frequent still in China and other Buddhist countries that we are sure that the accounts are 
true which represent them as once as frequent as in the country of their birth. Be this as it 
may, this exceptional monolith exactly represents that curious marriage of Indian with 
Egyptian art which we would expect to find in the spot where the two people came in 
contact, and enlisted architecture to symbolize their commercial union. 

A History of Architecture in All Countries - James Fergusson - 1883
https://archive.org/details/historyofarchite01ferg/page/142/mode/1up

The Periplus of the Erythraean Sea provides a spellbinding Lost in Academia experience as 
the mainstream attempts to locate these ancient ports on a 20th century map of India.

Malaga Bay - Lost in Academia: Periplus of the Erythraean Sea
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2017/08/15/lost-in-academia-periplus-of-the-erythraean-sea/

Bodh Gaya is a religious site and place of pilgrimage … in the Indian state of Bihar.

It is … where Gautama Buddha … atattained Enlightenment under … the Bodhi Tree.

Wikipedia - Bodh Gaya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bodh_Gaya

The Mahabodhi Temple … complex includes two large straight-sided shikhara towers, the 
largest over 55 metres (180 feet) high.

Wikipedia - Mahabodhi Temple
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mahabodhi_Temple
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